
A Scottish adventure 

I am grateful that MIND is this year's chosen club charity. I did the third of my Great North Runs to 

raise money for MIND. I know I have made my struggles in lockdown well-known. I feel that you will 

enjoy my unlocking tale if you enjoy a good travel story, enjoy running and have battled through the 

demons of injury. 

I am reflecting on the summer ahead and feeling optimistic that running fixtures will happen this year. 

I am seeing an open playing field straight ahead of me. “You remember Jet is the big black dog and 

Amber is his sister. Here is the lead and here are the dog treats.” These are the words of my friend 

Zoe. It is April 2021. Mark Drakeford, First Minister for Wales, has recently opened up the border 

between England and Wales and it is good to see family and friends. Amber goes chasing after a terrier 

and Zoe scolds her. I watch and admire how quickly the dogs run and dart about. We go inside the 

club to watch the rugby. It is the world season and Wales are playing that afternoon. There is a nice 

small crowd. I have done a virtual parkrun round the park that morning and my legs are sore. I am 

really looking forward to when parkrun returns. 

One day I am on the bus coming back from town. My friend Laura messages me from County Cork. “Hi 

Owen, I saw you on Strava. I've just signed up myself, Phil and I are doing a challenge, we have a 

JustGiving Page and are hoping to run and cycle.” Laura and I share the same hobbies, canaries and 

snooker. I think to myself that the whole world is joining Strava. I must admit I have not done much 

with it other than downloaded it onto my phone. I think it would be good to have a third hobby in 

common with Laura. 

I think about the state of my own running in April 2021. I know I am not pleased. I entered the monthly 

Tatton Park 10K organised by RunThrough. I struggled badly and faded in the second half. My mind 

had felt in a better place that winter compared to the first lockdown. Royton Road Runners organised 

a webinar with England Athletics. The subject was training for the 5K and 10K. For those of us that 

attended I don't think anybody will forget my question to Kerry: “I am a 48-year-old man who has run 

since school. I run 6 days a week and also do speed sessions as part of my routine. My times are getting 

slower every year, so am I doing too much?” 

Kerry gave me the answer I was expecting, however I was getting upset over it. I just didn't know why. 

Kerry's England Athletics colleague Sarah Rowell is in the all-time marathon rankings and is one of my 

running heroes. Many of my ideas are taken and developed in her book Off Road Running. I was trying 

to hide my feelings but I really was getting upset. I knew that Kerry wouldn't dream of upsetting me 

and she never would have wanted it. I tried to tell myself it was just a night for club engagement, it's 

a social and we are still in lockdown, but it just made things worse. Afterwards I was just staring at the 

television screen not really taking in the snooker balls being potted. I knew it had really got to me, like 

fighting another demon. 2021 was not going to be like 2020. My time of running six days a week was 

numbered for the time being. After Tatton I ran one more six-day week to this present day, then 

disaster struck. It was almost as if somehow Kerry's words were coming back to haunt me. 

It is May Bank Holiday. I have cut back on my running but to say I was nervous would be an 

understatement. I know I am injured. I am at G4 Physiotherapy in Didsbury. I had an excellent working 

relationship with Emma, the previous exercise rehabilitator. I got on well with her straight away. She 

told me about her prep school in North Dorset. It was just like Hogwarts - the midnight feasts, the 

houses and most of all the sports competitions. Emma had treated my torn meniscus 3 years ago. She 

had run cross country for Dorset as a junior and had to make the choice between running and hockey, 

where she also became an elite hockey coach. Emma was brilliant at helping my racing mindset. I took 



her warm-up routine to my races for the next 3 years. The email I wrote to Emma before my last-ever 

appearance for East Wales in the British Inter-Regions Cross-Country Championships, her reply back 

and how I processed my thoughts would be worthy of a whole chapter in itself. 

Emma's replacement Emily is really nice. “It's the lateral collateral ligament on your right knee, I am 

going to start by giving you acupuncture.” Time goes by and I attend the physio weekly. After the third 

or fourth week of acupuncture I turn to Emily after getting off the bed and say, “I feel so much better 

now.” I take a test run but no better. I turn to Emily and say, “Just tell me I need an operation and I 

will do it.” I get better after weeks of patience, slowly but surely improving. 

Lying on a physio’s bed can feel like a form of confession. Through the pain I tell Emily that if I feel 

better by the time parkrun returns to England I will be so happy. We work towards this date. It gets 

moved back from June to July. I feel thoroughly relieved to be given more time. 

I am reading the UK North West parkrun tourist group on Facebook. Lyme Park is looking for 30 

volunteers to run the course to be aware of the deer by orders of the National Trust. I get a reply. It is 

the week before ‘Freedom Day’ and the general start date but I just can't wait. I go to bed excited. I 

can't wait for my alarm to go off the next morning to make the train journey to Disley. I ran 25 minutes 

for my first one and I log my last virtual. It is a hilly off-road course, through woods and hard trail over 

the cage in the centre of the park and a long grass run in to the finish, but it is a start. 

England opens up and I log a parkrun a week. In date order I complete twice at Alexandra Park in Moss 

Side, Manor Park in Glossop, Stretford parkrun. In lockdown I had secretly been compiling a wish list 

of parkruns I wanted to do or go back to. I was a first timer apart from at Stretford. I saw this as a way 

of taking the competitive pressure off myself. 

An email landed in my inbox in early August about the Ramsbottom Summer Mile that had been 

postponed from 2020. I gave this a few days thought and heart ruled over head. I wrote to the race 

director Rowan Ardill, “In 2019 this was favourite race, I surprised myself how much I enjoyed running 

one mile. I really missed it in 2020 and hoped it would be one race that would be still on as it is always 

run in waves. I even went back to Nuttall Park and sat on a seat to think why and what if. In looking at 

my parkrun times there is no way I can run in wave 2. I am tempted to defer but can I run in a lower 

wave?” 

Rowan thanks me for my kind words and I am placed in wave 6. A runner talks about his annual 6 

minutes of pain - for me it is 7. I can't duck under 7 minutes; I first look up at the clock at 6.50 and my 

legs just can't get me there. It is 7:02. I think everybody who is a runner must have been through the 

frustration of being outside a target. On my second outing to Moss Side I cross in 23:01. 

I enjoyed the other fruits that Freedom Day brought. I am out at Wetherspoons one weekend and I 

bump into my excellent pet-minder Molly - or she recognises me first. I thought after completing her 

studies Molly had applied to be a zookeeper in the south of the country and had left Oldham. She 

explains that she thinks she will be here studying for one more year. When I explain I have a trip 

coming up and she agrees to be my pet-minder again I am giddy. I apologise for missing her 18th 

birthday as I was moving house. If you are an animal owner, you know that there are only certain 

people you trust to look after your animals and Molly is the best person I have ever worked with. I 

have the confidence for the trip. I know it is then time for me to be to put on my hat for the unofficial 

committee title I have given myself (Club Adventurer) and to add a double to my island parkruns of 

Orkney and Shetland. This is my west of Scotland islands challenge. 



I would recommend the Scottish islands to anyone. The romance of the Calmac Ferries. A trip where I 

met deeply introverted characters cycling the Hebridean Way, soaking up a real taste of island life and 

its people. I begin my trip by heading up to Glasgow, taking a train to Wemyss Bay and boarding the 

ferry to Rothesay on the Isle of Bute. 

It's Saturday morning and I've taken a bus along the coast from Rothesay to Mount Stuart. Mount 

Stuart is owned by the Marquess of Bute - a fine figure of a stately home passed down from generation 

to generation, where money could not state the cost of the property now. It is a brilliant feeling when 

you run the last few hundred metres to the start knowing you have travelled so far. In terms of being 

a tourist I am in good company. There are runners from as far afield as London and Durham. The 

course is one lap. A long run out down the drive to the exit of the hall, back along the tarmac, along 

the coastal trail and back up a short steep hill and climb past the lawn back to the finish area. 

For the first time since injury I feel I just might be able to make this one count. Alas it was laces that 

cost me a best for 2021 so far. I looked at the results later that day and runners I recognised before 

the lace failure and I kept thinking what if. One of the women who finished in front of me remarked 

in the tearoom afterwards that I just didn't seem to be having any luck. I didn't know if it was the 

nature of the downhill that played havoc with people’s laces but I needed to stop three times. The 

first finisher in a field of 52 was Mitch Marshall, representing Oxford University and hailing from 

Durham. In the tearoom Mitch told me about his own battle with injury when he fell off his bike and 

needed surgery. 

After this, a great tour of the stately home followed and a great night in Rothesay listening to mostly 

80s covers in the Golfers Arms. There was time to do some exploring of the islands before next 

Saturday. A walk exploring the Fairy Glen in Uigg on Skye. It was then time to take the boat again to 

Tarbert on Harris. An excursion to Beneray, sailing from the Sound of Harris, a magical island in the 

Uists where the grey and white seals bask on the rocks. It was home to the giant, a great religious man 

who grew to 7ft 10 and toured the country in the 1800s. 

The sun shone down all week. It was boiling warm. On Sunday I went for a run on the coast of Bute, 

basically back to Mount Stuart. On Tuesday I ran again, when disaster struck. I had marked out a speed 

session in the school playing field close to where I was staying on Tarbert - 10 reps in total. I was not 

particularly fast but comfortable when I felt a sharp pain in my good knee that quickly became a limp. 

“You have really done it now!” I thought to myself. I went back to my accommodation and limped past 

the proprietor without her noticing. 

I feel like jacking it all in. I eat my dinner and look on Google. I find that the island does have a physio. 

I arrange to meet Mike, but it isn't until Friday. 

I meet Mike in a white convertible ambulance in the same school grounds. I have a massage and he 

uses something called intra sound. “You should be fine - I would give it a go tomorrow,” he says. 

The road from Tarbert to Stornoway is a long one, nearly 40 miles. The bus drives over the smallest 

mountain in Great Britain. There are Shetland ponies and Highland cows grazing by the roadside. The 

beauty of the lochs and high hills inspire me. The stones by the peat bogs look like craters on the 

moon. I know I am in pain - I have a knee brace - but I have to once again find the quiet confidence of 

the young man. I sit in my seat and think it is not like trying to win a track race, win the club 

championship, finish a marathon or even drop out like I did twice or have a panic attack and give my 

number to somebody else on my third attempt. It is not like doing that distance, all I have to do is 

finish. I am so glad I got to 100 parkruns and never pulled up. Tomorrow will be 120, 43 different, but 

I don't know about this one. 



The runners are under attack from the midges at Lews Castle, Stornoway. The race director offers 

midge repellent. I have had experience and know what it is like to come under a midge attack. Parkrun 

starts at 9.30 in Scotland and there is no turning back. In the first few hundred metres I feel very stiff, 

I can't stride out at all. The course goes round a coastal shale path, a river valley, a steep hill. Lews 

Castle has water all around it and supports a museum. It is an out and back. I can feel a limp in my jog, 

I am there for the taking as long as it has two legs. Getting slower I can see the finish in the distance 

but the coastal path bends and with each bend the finish looks further away. Certainly all the runners 

didn't enjoy the long finish. I take a picture of me in the picture frame at the finish and I am gone. 

Amongst the 36 finishers is another good spread of tourists. The first finisher was from Droitwich in 

the Midlands. 

Most of us read about the challenges the parkrun tourists complete - travelling around the world to 

find a letter x, completing a parkrun for every letter in your name. There is couple from Wakefield who 

are doing all parkruns in Great Britain with ‘castle’ in the title. “Where is your next one?”. I ask. 

“Belfast,” they tell me. “There is parkrun in Northern Ireland with castle in the title.” 

It's time to go back to the mainland. It's back to Emily for some more rehabilitation before I can start 

running again. I have a few more ideas up my sleeve for the future but that would be telling. 

Owen Flage 


